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Abstract

Introduction: The virtual environment for radiotherapy training (VERT) helps students to gain
technical skills and understanding of 3D anatomy and dosimetry. It has potential as a tool for
treatment plan evaluation, although little formal evidence currently supports this.
Aim: This paper reports findings from a plan evaluation workshop that facilitated comparison
of VERT plan evaluation tools with those provided by conventional treatment planning
software (TPS).
Method: Students on a pre-registration Post-Graduate Diploma in Radiotherapy worked in
small groups evaluating lung plans using both VERT and Eclipse TPS tools. All students were
invited to provide ratings concerning how helpful each modality was for a range of evaluation
parameters and preferences for use.
Results: Most students (11 out of 14) found the session useful and expressed a desire to use
VERT in future plan evaluation. The TPS was perceived to be more helpful with constraint-
based evaluation while VERT was more helpful with evaluating plans for clinical set-up and
delivery (p< 0·001).
Conclusion: Student therapeutic radiographers found VERT to be helpful as a plan evaluation
tool alongside standard TPS tools, in particular for clinical set-up and delivery aspects of
planning. Future work is ongoing to identify the specific impact of VERT as a plan evaluation
tool for both students and qualified planners.

Introduction

Radiotherapy planning practical experience is an integral aspect of pre-registration training. The
knowledge and skills necessary to produce a clinically acceptable plan are vital preparation
for both clinical treatment planning and delivery, especially for more complex, dynamic and
adaptive techniques. In addition, from an educational perspective, treatment planning offers
a useful format for integrating student understanding of anatomy, oncology, technique
and radiobiology as well as instilling holistic patient-focused practice, despite planning and
treatment sometimes being viewed in clinical practice as separate entities. Aside from practical
skills assessment, students are frequently assessed on their ability to evaluate a radiotherapy plan
against accepted dose targets and constraints. Students are able to utilise the tools provided by
conventional treatment planning software (TPS) including dose–volume histograms (DVH),
conformity Index1 and automated planning metric reports.2

Since its introduction to radiotherapy education in 2007,3 the virtual environment for radio-
therapy training (VERT) 3D visualisation platform has become an increasingly useful teaching
resource for therapeutic radiography students,4–10 medical physics students,11,12 radiotherapy
staff13 and also radiotherapy patients.14 This simulation software is used around the world15,16

to enable students to gain technical skills in a safe environment and to visualise patient anatomy,
contoured volumes and dose distribution in large-screen 3D.4 The use of VERT as an aid to
teaching treatment plan comparison and evaluation was discussed in a recent publication5

but as yet there has been no published data relating to this. This project aimed to evaluate
the potential role of VERT in a radiotherapy plan evaluation workshop through a comparison
with the conventional tools provided by a leading TPS solution.

Methods

All 24 students on a pre-registration Post-Graduate Diploma in Radiotherapy course attended a
3-hour workshop that provided them with plan evaluation experience. The aim of the session
was to provide themwith useful feedback that they could utilise in their summative assessments.
The workshop presented students with three radical lung plans for the same patient dataset
as their assessment. The plans comprised a conventional conformal plan, a static gantry
intensity-modulated radiotherapy plan and a volumetric modulated arc therapy plan for
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comparison. Students were split into groups of five, with an expe-
rienced tutor on hand for individual and group guidance. They
were asked to use both the ECLIPSE TPS software (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and VERT version 3.2
(Vertual Ltd, Hull, England) to help with their plan evaluation
and comparison. Each evaluation session took between 45 minutes
and 1 hour with the order of evaluation tool randomised. All stu-
dents had previously undertaken at least 20 hours of tutor-guided
practical planning with Eclipse within two module assignments,
yet had little experience of using VERT other than in treatment
set-up simulation. Guidance was therefore provided via both tutor
demonstration and provision of written information regarding the
plan visualisation functions within VERT. This included interac-
tive 3D visualisation of different machines, plans, dose distribu-
tions, contours and surfaces. Students were guided to display
dose on orthogonal CT surfaces and experiment with different
transparencies, dose levels and colour maps. They were also shown
how to benefit from different viewpoints using the 3D navigation,
pan, zoom and rotation functions. Beam visualisation and anima-
tion were demonstrated to help students to visualise delivery. In
order to facilitate independent learning, students were encouraged
to experiment with the software with tutors on hand to provide
assistance if required.

After the session, all students were invited to provide feedback
on their experience via an anonymous online survey (Survey
Monkey TM). Rating questions used a 0–9 scale to gather data con-
cerning how helpful each modality was for a range of evaluation

tasks and objectives as seen in Table 1. Additional Likert style
questions sought feedback concerning preferences for use of each
modality as seen in Table 2. Finally open questions encouraged
further description of the perceived value of the technology and
its use in radiotherapy planning education.

Rating responses were subjected to inferential statistical
analysis with paired t-tests comparing whole cohort ratings of each
modality. Independent t-tests also compared perceptions between
groups using each modality in different orders. Descriptive statis-
tics were used to summarise the Likert responses. Responses
to open questions were analysed using thematic analysis with
responses coded and collated into themes. Blind coding was
performed by two independent researchers before themes were
agreed.

University Research Ethics Committee approval was provided
for this project. All students received information about the evalu-
ation project and were advised that participation in data collection
was voluntary and that all data were anonymous. It was also
explained that participation status would not be known to the
teaching team and would not affect student performance, support
or opportunities. Informed consent was sought in relation to use of
the survey data for evaluation purposes.

Results

Of the 24 students, 14 completed the online survey. Most students
(13 out of 14) enjoyed the plan evaluation session and expressed a

Table 1. Relative usefulness of evaluation modalities

Usefulness

All students ECLIPSE FIRST VERT FIRST

ECLIPSE VERT Delta ECLIPSE VERT Delta ECLIPSE VERT Delta

Target objectives 8·6 5·1 3·5 8·4 6·1 2·3 8·7 4·1 4·6

Lung constraints 8·2 4·6 3·6 7·9 6·0 1·9 8·6 3·3 5·3

Heart constraints 8·2 5·2 3·0 8·0 6·0 2·0 8·4 4·2 4·2

Oesophagus constraints 8·3 5·5 2·8 8·1 6·0 2·1 8·4 5·0 3·4

Cord constraints 8·3 5·6 2·7 8·1 6·0 2·1 8·4 5·1 3·3

Ease of set-up 5·1 7·4 −2·3 5·7 8·0 −2·3 4·6 6·9 −2·3

Ease of delivery 5·1 7·5 −2·4 5·9 7·9 −2·0 4·4 7·1 −2·7

Overall mean 7·4 5·8 1·6 7·4 6·6 0·8 7·4 5·1 2·3

Bold values represent the majority response.

Table 2. Preferred formats of evaluation modalities

Preferred format

All students ECLIPSE FIRST VERT FIRST

ECLIPSE VERT Mixture ECLIPSE VERT Mixture ECLIPSE VERT Mixture

Target objectives 6 0 8 2 0 5 4 0 3

Lung constraints 6 0 8 1 0 6 5 0 2

Heart constraints 6 0 8 1 0 6 5 0 2

Oesophagus constraints 5 1 8 1 0 6 4 1 2

Cord constraints 5 1 8 1 0 6 4 1 2

Ease of set-up 0 1 13 0 0 7 0 1 6

Ease of delivery 0 0 14 0 0 7 0 0 7

Bold values represent the majority response.
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desire to use VERT as an additional plan evaluation tool in the
future. Most students (11 out of 14) found the session to be useful.
Students were asked to rate the extent to which the two modalities
helped them to evaluate their plans for a range of plan evaluation
parameters. Table 1 shows the mean scores ranging from 0 to 9 for
usefulness while Table 2 shows their choice of preferred format
converted into ‘1’s and ‘0’s to indicate their choices.

Table 3 summarises the inferential analysis for the statistically
significant data. Following testing for normality, for constraint
evaluation, a paired t-test across all 14 students for all 5 constraint
questions (70 datasets) demonstrated a mean increase of 3 points
in favour of ECLIPSE in terms of helpfulness compared to VERT
(p< 0·001). In addition, a paired t-test across the ease of set-up and
delivery domains demonstrated a mean difference of 2·3 across 28
datasets (14 students comparing eachmodality) in favour of VERT
usefulness when evaluating ease of set-up and delivery (p< 0·001).

An independent t-test was performed between the group that
accessed VERT or ECLIPSE first to identify any differences in their
perception of the usefulness of VERT dependent upon the order of

evaluation. This showed a statistically significant difference
(p= 0·001) in student scores of usefulness for evaluation of
constraints in favour of VERT for the group that used ECLIPSE
first (mean score of 6) compared to those who used VERT first
(mean score of 4·3). There was no statistically significant difference
in perception of ECLIPSE usefulness between the groups.

Student comments were collated into themes relating to which
tools within VERT they found the most useful (Table 4) and what
additional tool or functionality would have helped within VERT
(Table 5) and ECLIPSE (Table 6). The final question challenged
students to identify the role that VERT could play in plan
evaluation as seen in Table 7.

Discussion

Role of VERT in plan evaluation

It was clear that overall the students perceived VERT to be a helpful
tool for some key aspects of plan evaluation. The visualisation

Table 3. Comparison of means t-test results

Comparison A B Test Mean A Mean B n p

Helpfulness (constraint evaluation) ECLIPSE VERT Paired 8·3 5·2 70 <0·001

Helpfulness (ease of set-up evaluation) ECLIPSE VERT Paired 5·1 7·5 28 <0·001

Perception of VERT helpfulness ECLIPSE first VERT first Independent 6 4·3 70 0·001

Table 4. Most useful plan evaluation tools within VERT

Theme Comments

Visualising delivery Seeing the beam set-up and delivery

Playing the treatment beams in situ

Visualisation especially of set-up, delivery

3D aspect: allows to see beam in 3D so you
can evaluate by eye

Looking at beam angles and assessing ease
of delivery and set-up

Being able to look at gantry positions,
to assess ease of set-up

Gantry rotation

Gantry motion

Seeing the gantry

Visualising dose Visualisation of the plan

Visualising dose to contralateral lung and
low dose areas

Visualisation of how the healthy lung
is effected

Showing where the dose is within organs

Looking at coverage of PTV and amount
of dose OAR tissue

Contouring—transparency tool to assess PTV

Visualising anatomy 3D contours

Transparency of organs

Anatomical geography

Table 5. Desired additional plan evaluation tools for VERT

Theme Comments

DVH DVHs

DVHs

No DVHs

DVHs for dose constraints

DVH values

Constraints Being able to see over 100% for constraints such as D105

Constraint values

How to calculate dose accurately not just visualise

Control Touch screen remote controller

Table 6. Desired additional plan evaluation tools for ECLIPSE

Theme Comments

Visualising delivery Gantry motion (×2)

Being able to see the gantry

Being able to look at the position of the
gantry

Being able to assess ease of delivery

Visualising dose and
anatomy

More visual aids

More visualisation

Control Touch screen
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aspects in particular helped students to evaluate clinical delivery
and set-up factors that could impact on plan viability.
Comments indicated that being able to see the actual machine
deliver the plan helped students to understand clinical delivery
issues. Most of the students recommended that VERT should play
a role in plan evaluation. Table 7 includes comments identifying
the value of VERT for evaluating set-up and delivery where
it was seen as a particularly important addition to TPS-based evalu-
ation. These findings confirmed published predictions4,5 concern-
ing the potential value of VERT for plan evaluation. Interestingly,
the students that used Eclipse first as an evaluation tool all stated
that their preferred method for evaluating each dose constraint or
objective was to use both systems together, whereas the majority of
those students who used VERT first suggested that Eclipse alone
was their preferred format for assessment. In rating the value of
each modality for assessing individual dose constraints, the value
placed on Eclipse was similar for both groups while there was a
higher reported value of VERT from the group using it second.
It was clear that, despite the relative inexperience of the students
with VERT, they had all managed to access the necessary functions.
This suggests that the software functionality is intuitive and
training requirements minimal. It was also interesting to note
that VERT was perceived to be useful when evaluating dosimetric
factors such as target and organ at risk (OAR) doses which is
primarily the remit of a TPS, although themean value for this func-
tionality overall was significantly lower overall than when using
Eclipse (p= 0·001). There was a clear acknowledgement, however,
that while VERT helped to provide a useful overview of the plan
and potential issues, a TPS was essential for formal plan evaluation.
When students were asked what additional features would have
made VERT more useful for this task, DVH depiction was a
common request. This would certainly have provided more insight
into the formal achievement of dose–volume constraints and target
objectives.17

Educational role of VERT

In addition to helping with the plan evaluation exercise, students
also suggested that VERT would have provided useful insight dur-
ing their treatment planning teaching sessions. The visualisation of
dose to OAR structures using intuitive mouse controls to change
perspective, rotate and zoom was felt to be particularly useful, as

seen in Table 4. The ability to visualise the 3D dose and volume
relationship in VERT provided visual feedback on choice of beam
angles, dose homogeneity and volumes of over or under-dosage. In
this study, the students learned about the impact of these factors on
plan viability and were able to include this in their assessed written
evaluations. It was interesting to see students discover additional
useful functionality in VERT, for example visualising all beams
at once on the VERT plan. It would be instructive to repeat this
exercise with a larger sample of students as an interim plan evalu-
ation tool and tomeasure what changes, if any, aremade to plans as
a result of visualisation in VERT. Inclusion of quantitative analysis
of performance would also provide useful insight into the specific
impact of VERT on plan evaluation. The findings from this study
will be implemented locally with VERT-based plan evaluation
being embedded in the curriculum for all relevant cohorts.

Limitations

The small scale of the study should be acknowledged as a limitation
and future planned collaborative work will aim to increase the
sample size by including data from multiple institutions. It should
also be acknowledged that these data were provided by student
radiographers and that experienced planners would perhaps have
a better instinctive understanding of 3D positioning of fields and
dose deposition. It would be interesting to repeat this study with
experienced planners to gain their perspective on the specific value
of VERT for clinical plan evaluation. Conversely, it would also be
valuable to compare the experience of first-time users provided
with identical training and guidance.

Conclusions

This small study has shown that student radiographers found value
in using VERT for plan evaluation alongside standard TPS tools.
The ability to visualise structures, dose and beam delivery in 3D
provided students with increased understanding of the clinical
set-up and delivery aspects of planning. Comments from the stu-
dents also suggested that VERT should be used more frequently
throughout their planning modules to enhance their understand-
ing of dosimetric principles and relational CT anatomy. Future
work is ongoing to identify the specific impact of VERT as a plan
evaluation tool for both students and qualified planners.

Table 7. Future role of VERT in plan evaluation

Theme Comments

Plan checking Delivery checking

To see how it would physically be delivered

Helps with assessing ease of set-up

Seeing whether the plan is feasible to deliver, whether the gantry will hit the bed or not

Teaching Assistance knowing what exactly we should be looking for

More use of VERT maybe when doing the planning lessons

Before treatment planning session

Planning Shows the organs with 3D dose and where it hits—cannot see specifically in Eclipse

Visualisation of the plan and volumes and understanding of gantry movement

Allows a rough glimpse and evaluation of constraints. However, should be checked on Eclipse for actual coverage
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